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Text; "Prepare the way of the Lord, make hts paths straight" Matt. 3:3b

Eleven and a half years ago I served as an intern here at First
Congregational Church It was an eight week opportunity to learn about ministry
from the professional staff and understand better the workings of the church.
For me, It was also a dally commute of thirty miles one way, because I lived
with my parents at the time; It was also a time when the area interstate
authority decided to do major construction on almost our entire freeway network
In the Milwaukee area. Especially targeted was 1-94 east and westbound
between Milwaukee and Waukesha. Extra lanes were being added, the pavement
Was removed, traffic was relegated to single lanes, and so on and so forth. The
traffic guy on the radio wished he owned the orange barrel concession that
summer. I wished I picked a. different time to be an Intern, because everyday
was a traffic headache going and coming. I often wondered what was wrong with
the Way it was? Who needed all this construction anyway?

My short sightedness was fully revealed when I came back to live In the
area a few years ago. Our first apartment was in Waukesha and I noticed an
equal amount of traffic traveling In each direction on the freeway during rush
hour. In other words, It seemed as many people lived in Milwaukee and worked in
Walikesha as those who lived In Waukesha and worked in Milwaukee. All of that
construction was worth it. Someone had the foresight to prepare for this
eventuality. It is hot unlike the image of the prophet Isaiah used by John.the
Baptist. "Prepare the wayof the Lord, make his paths straight''

A long time ago, in the days of Isaiah, royalty would visit the people of the
lanci. In front, of their carriages, footmen would run from town to town
announcing the arrival of the King -shouting, "Prepare the way. Make the paths
straight Fill the potholes. Smooth out the rough places." So all the town's
people would stop everything they were doing, trundle out Into the countryside,
and make a nice smooth, straight, and level path for the royal visit. Why would
they,do this? To make it easier for the king to enter into their presence. This Is
the Image isateh presents for the people's preparation of the Messiah. This is
the, metaphor John the Baptist borrowed from Isaiah In order to give us ample
time-to reconstruct our lives so that we.might accept Christ more easily.

' '\. This whole Advent season and the theme surrounding Isaiah's and John's
message is*one of preparedness. Marvin Martian asks the impossible of Bugs
Bunny when he proclaims, "Prepare yourself for immediate disintegration."
Earnest Vincent Wright declares the joy of preparation in these lines: "Then all
of u$ prepare to-rise, And hold our bibs before our eyes, And be prepared for some
surprise, When father carves the duck." On a more serious and somber note,
Katherine Mansfield wrote, "Whenever I prepare for a Journey i prepare as
though for death. Should I never return, all is in order. This is what life has








